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ABSTRACT 
In recent wireless communication systems multiple frequency band and compact antennas are of huge 

demand for both marketable and armed force applications. In this dissertation, a low profile and compact CPW 

(Coplanar waveguide) fed dual H-Shape fractal patch antenna is designed for UWB applications. The antenna is 

considered over the wide band of operating frequencies between 1.6- 10.4 GHz using the low cost dielectric material. 

FR4 material is used as dielectric medium between patch and ground having the dielectric constant of 4.4(єr). The 

antenna is modeled using Finite Element Method (FEM), Ansoft HFSS version 13. The overall size of an antenna is 

18*14*1 mm3. This proposed antenna is also used for WCDMA applications and it provides -21 dB return loss of 

and bandwidth of 4.2GHz. The various parameters like return loss, bandwidth, gain and field pattern has been 

simulated and analyzed. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The contemporary wireless communication technology is an advancing field of study and it finds importance 

in marketable and military applications. Multiband and wideband antennas are most wanted in all communication 

system. Wideband (WB) antennas also find applications in particularly Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR), high gain 

radar or UWB application. Using fractals as radiating system, may offer enhancement in field pattern and bandwidth. 

Investigation towards quantitative relation between radiating system properties and fractal parameters is broadly 

going on. The parameter variations of fractal radiating system have shortest contact on the primary resonant 

frequency, its input resistance at this frequency and the ratio of the resonant frequencies and harmonic frequencies. 

This direct impact (or) linkage will provides greater flexibility towards the achievement of designing antenna using 

this geometry. 

By applying the idea of a fractal geometry to the antenna, size reduction and we can achieve resonating at 

multiband frequency and optimization. We can achieve improvement in gain for wide range of frequencies or 

multiband frequencies. Commonly fractals have infinite complexity and commonly that can be used to reduce the 

size of antenna and allows develop low profile antenna. In the recent years several printed monopole antennas are 

developed for UWB range for their wide bandwidth, simplicity of fabrication and low profile configuration. Various 

matching techniques are proposed for achieving wideband frequency response. The idea of a fractal was first defined 

by French mathematician Mandelbrot B.B. Antenna designer and researcher have been always putting forward, the 

different ideas about compactness size, achieving wider bandwidth and to improve gain of radiating system. Of the 

many methods leads to shrinking the size and also does not lead to complex structural design. 

There are various feeding methods for feeding the antenna. These methods are divided into two categories 

and they are Contacting and Non Contacting feeds. In Contacting feed, the radio frequency signal power is fed 

directly to an antenna using distributed element. In non-contacting method, the RF power is not directly fed to the 

patch but EM field coupling is done. Some of contacting and non-contacting feed techniques are inset feed, microstrip 

feed line, coaxial or cable feed, CPW (Coplanar Waveguide).The proposed antenna uses coplanar waveguide (CPW) 

to feed the radiating system. Dipole, patch, monopole, conformal, spiral, bi-conical, helical and others antenna adopt 

fractal geometry through fractal technology. 

A CPW composes a median metallic strip separated by two thin slits from an infinite ground planar surface. 

Monopole antenna integrated with coplanar waveguide has become very well-liked in WLAN and WiMAX systems, 

owing to its many striking features such as broader bandwidth, less radiation loss, a simple metallic layer and 

integrated with WLAN. The monopole antenna is a reasonable one and implemented in smaller areas. Another 

important advantage of CPW-fed is wider bandwidth than CPS (Coplanar Strip line) and micro strip line.  

The following are prominent features of fractal radiating system: 

 Compact size compared to conventional antennas. 

 Array of fractal antenna yields better radiation characteristics.  

 Provides wideband response and allowing the broad banding. 

 Good impedance matching could be achieved. 

The application of array concept on the fractal radiating system enhances the radiation parameters. This 

method of arraying is allowed to grow on the same substrate. They are constructed by using a sort of iterative 

mathematical rule that the modeling of the radiating system is generated from a single object through step by step. 

Fractal antenna provides better features and it depending on geometric variation (i.e. size) and not on the material 
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property. This allows the fractals to use standard substrate and materials.  

The proposed fractal is aims at wide bandwidth. The benefits of fractals are i) compact antenna size ii) 

multiband scenario and iii) enhanced system performance. These antennas are used for multiple band transmission. 

Using fractal antennas, the geometrical area decreases, and this feature can be utilized in radar system and military 

applications. 

Fractal Antenna Design: In this design a low profile compact CPW fed dual H-Shape fractal patch antenna has 

been proposed. The antenna has a wide bandwidth from approximately 1.6 - 10.4 GHz.  

 
Figure.1. Dual H-shape fractal antenna 

The radiating system is fabricated on an FR-4 substrate of thickness 1mm which has dielectric constant of 

4.4 and loss tangent (δ) of 0.002 and the patch is perfect electric conductor. The ground plate is also the perfect 

electric conductor on the same side of patch. Dual H-shape antenna is fed by coplanar waveguide. The wave port is 

chosen because of coplanar waveguide feed. 

2. RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS 

The proposed radiating system is simulated in FEM method using Ansoft HFSS version 13. In this segment, 

some of the radiating parameters like return loss, bandwidth, SWR (standing wave pattern ratio) and field pattern 

has discussed. 

Return Loss and Bandwidth: Return loss is the power loss in the returned/reflected signal by the discontinuity of 

transmission line. It is linked to the reflection coefficient │Г│ and standing wave pattern ratio (SWR). Return loss 

can be expressed as, RL= -20 log │Г│. Figure.2, shows the response of proposed radiating system with reference to 

return loss. The better return loss is obtained at 8GHz is -21dB The S parameter (S11) bandwidth is measured at -

10dB 4.2 GHz (from 5.8 GHz to 10 GHz). 

 
Figure.2. Return loss 

Standing Wave pattern Ratio: 

 
Figure.3. Voltage Standing Wave Ratio 

Standing wave is the measure of the mismatch between the load and the transmission line. For ideal case, 

the value of VSWR is 1 and for better matching. Standing wave pattern ratio of this antenna is 1.5 at the frequency 

of 8GHz. 

VSWR = 
1+│Г│

1−│Г│
 

Where, │Г│= voltage reflection coefficient 

Radiation Pattern & E-Field Variations: Radiation patterns are the graphical representation of the electromagnetic 

power distribution in free space. Omni directional pattern hence it is suitable for UWB.  
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Figure.4. Radiation Pattern Figure.5. E-Field Variations 

3. CONCLUSION

In this paper dual H-shape fractal radiating system is designed for UWB and WCDMA applications. The 

designed antenna shows that the frequency band of 1.6 to 10.4 GHZ for VSWR less than 1.5 is obtained and also it 

provides return loss and bandwidth is -21dB and 4.2 GHz. The designed antenna is exhaustively used for UWB 

applications. Here, the designed dual H Shape antenna provides bandwidth of 4.2GHz at the frequency of 8 GHz. 
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